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 The asymptotic normality of linear serial rank statistics introduced by
 Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri (1985) for the problem of testing white noise

 against ARMA alternatives is established for Sp-mixing as well as strong
 mixing sequences of random variables. Applications in Markov processes
 and ARMA processes in time series are provided.

 1. Introduction. Let {Xn, , 1 < i < n, n 2 1} be real-valued random
 variables with continuous distribution functions Fn(x) = P(Xn, i < x), 1 < i <
 n, n ? 1. Consider the statistics

 n

 (1.1) = O -(n - kY1 En c f nla(Rfik ...* Rn i)
 i=k+1

 where the cn, i are known constants, an( ,'..., ) are the scores, R ni denotes
 the rank of Xn, i among (Xn 1, ... X Xn n) and k 2 1 is a fixed integer (< n).
 Our aim is to study the asymptotic behavior of -n when the sequence {Xn, i}
 is remixing with rates

 (1.2) p(m) =O(m-1--) for some E > 0, m > 1

 or
 00

 (1.3) E m-kl1/2(3+k)(m) < X0,
 m = I

 or is strong-mixing with rates

 (1.4) A m2(k+2)a-(m) < ?? forsome E E (0,1/2(3 + k)).
 m= 1

 Recall that the array {Xn i, 1 < i < n, n ? 11 is p-mixing if

 sup sup (IP(AIB) - P(A)I: B ef -(Xn i, 1 <i ?j)
 m<n 1?<j<n-m

 A EC (Xni, i 2j + m)} = (o(m) DO
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 as m t oo for positive integers j and m, and it is strong-mixing if

 sup sup (IP(A n B) - P(A)P(B)I, A E o-(Xni, 1 < i <j),
 m<n lj < n-m

 B E -(Xni,j, i ?j + m))

 =a(m)bO asmtoo,

 for positive integers j and m. Here a(Xn i, i <j) and a-(Xn,i, i ?j + m) are
 the a-fields generated by (Xn, 1, . . . X Xn, j) and (Xn, j+m, Xn, j+m+ 1 ... ), respec-
 tively. The asymptotic behavior of the statistic ?n under strong-mixing
 conditions leads to interesting applications in ARMA processes in time series
 as well as in Markov processes (Section 6). In passing we may mention that
 Hallin, Ingenbleek and Puri (1985) established the asymptotic normality of

 linear serial rank statistics -n defined in (1.1) for an ARMA process contigu-
 ous to white noise. We show (in Section 2) that contiguity is not necessary
 for the derivation of the asymptotic distribution theory derived in Hallin,
 Ingenbleek and Puri (1985) and our results also lead to applications in some
 Markov processes which are either geometrically ergodic or Doeblin recurrent,
 and to some ARMA processes. For a related problem dealing with the applica-
 tions of U-statistics [see Harel and Puri (1989a, 1990)] to some Markov
 processes and ARVIA models, the reader is referred to Harel and Puri (1989b).

 2. Asymptotic normality. We start with a few preliminaries.
 Denote by Ft(x) the right continuous empirical distribution function of

 Xn i, i = 1, ..., n; i.e., let Fn(x) = n1El 'Ijx < where I,., denotes the
 indicator function. Denote by Gn the distribution function of the k + 1 of the
 successive random variables Xn, 1, . . ., Xn, n. Let Hn (for each n ? k + 1) be a
 sequence of continuous distribution functions on (0, )k+ 1, defined by

 ( 2 .1 ) ~Hn( t) = G~(F l Fn 1(t+))
 (2.1) Hnt f(F, 1(tl) ... FT1(tk+l))

 for all t = (tl,..., tk+l) E (0O 1)k+l,

 where Fn-1(u) = inf{t: Fn(t) 2 u}, 0 < u < 1. Since Hn is continuous, it is
 actually well defined on [0, 1]k+1. Though Gn, Hn and t depend on k, we have
 suppressed this fact for notational convenience.

 Denote by Ck+2, the space of all continuous maps f: [0, 1]k+2 -> R, and by
 Ck + 1(j), 1 < j < k + 1, the space of all continuous and bounded maps f:
 A(j) -> R, where A(j) = [0, 1]i-1 X (0, 1) X [0, i]k+1i-.

 DEFINITION. We say that the sequence {HW} satisfies the differentiability
 condition if (a) dHn/dtj exists on A(j) and belongs to Ck+ 1(j) 1 < j < k + 1,
 and (b) dHn/dtj ->Ij in the uniform topology on any compact subset of A(j)
 as n -> oo, and ij belongs to Ck+l(j).
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 We define the graduate empirical process [also called the copula process,

 see, e.g., Gaenssler and Stute (1987), Chapter V] Wn as

 (2.2) WK(t) = (n - k) 1/2 E i- IHFn(Xn i+j_-_ )<tj} n(t)
 i=k+l i=1

 for all t = (tO, t) = (to t1, .. ., tk + 1) E (0 1 )k+2 where [ntO] denotes the inte-
 gral part of the real number nto.

 We also consider the rank process Ln (called the graduate rank process)
 defined as

 [nt] (k+1

 (2.3) Ln(t) = (n-kY1/2 E i t{fn(Xn i+j-k-l)tj) -Hn(t)}.
 i=k+l j=1

 For any n > 1, we define a signed measure An concentrated on (1/n,...
 (n - 1)/n, 1}k+2 by setting

 for all (io, ... i,+G) E {1, ... ., nnk+2. (By convention, cn io = 0 if i0 < k + 1.)
 We also define a centering coefficient bn by

 (2.4) bn | ik+2 Hn([)A (dt)+

 where Hn is the function [0, 1]k+2 + such that HP(t) = ([ntO] - k)Hn(t).
 We now state the following theorem, the proof of which is given in Sec-

 tion 5.

 THEOREM 2.1. Assume that there exists a Radon measure AO on [0, 1]k+2
 such that

 (2.5) lim ffdAn= fdAO forallf E Ck+2

 and

 (2.6) sup ffdlAnl < o; RN = {O,1,2, ...},
 nedN

 where IAnI denotes the measure of total variation.
 Assume that the sequence {Xni} is (a) p-mixing with rates (1.2) or (b)

 strong-mixing with rates (1.4). Furthermore, assume that (c) the covariance

 functions {Kn, n 2 1} of the empirical processes {Wn, n 2 1} defined in (2.2)
 converge to a function K(-, * ) in pointwise topology as n -3 cc and (d) {Hn1
 satisfies the differentiability conditions. Then Ln converges weakly in uni-
 form topology to a Gaussian process L. with trajectories a.s. in Ck+2, and
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 (n - k - bn) converges in law to the normal distribution with mean 0
 and variance o 2, where

 (2.7) 2 = ...1]+2 /l]k+2E [ L(t), L.(t') ] d A0(t) d A0 (t') < oo.

 REMARK 2.1. Theorem 2.1 is proved under the assumption that the se-

 quence {Xn i} is nonstationary and either p-mixing with rates (1.2) or strong-
 mixing with rates (1.4). The theorem does not hold with the p-mixing rates
 (1.3) unless one assumes stationarity (which implies that the distribution

 functions Fn, Gn and Hn are equal to unique distribution functions F, G and
 H, respectively) and the special case when cn i = 1 for all i.

 Let n denote the statistics 4n when Cn i = 1 for all i, i.e., let

 n

 (2.8) So~~"n E an(Rn, i-kx e y Rn,i)y
 i=k+1

 and let bn denote the corresponding centering constant, i.e.,

 (2.9) bn = f HHn(t) A n( d t)
 [0, ]+

 where An is a measure concentrated on {1/n, ... , (n - 1)/n, 1}k+1 and

 Ant Ij ] an(il, .. * *,k+l)

 Then, we have the following theorem.

 THEOREM 2.2. Assume there exists a Radon measure AO on [0, 1]k+1 such
 that

 (2.10) lim ffdAn = ffdAo
 fl -400 o

 and

 (2.11) sup IfdlAnl < 00,
 neFd

 where IA~n denotes the measure of total variation.
 Assume that the sequence {Xn i} is (a') p-mixing with rates (1.3) and (b') H

 satisfies the differentiability condition.- Then Ln(1, t) converges weakly in
 uniform topology to a Gaussian process Lo. with trajectories a .s. in Ck +1, and
 (n - k)'72CY; - bn) converges in law to the normal distribution with mean 0
 and variance (J2, where

 (2.12) l] + 1ik+1 ... f +[E L(t), LC( t')] dAo(t) dAo(t') (K< x).
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 The proof follows from Theorem 2.1 by putting to = 1 for the processes WV
 and Ln, and showing that the finite projections of W,, converge to a normal
 law (the proof of which is given in Proposition 3.4).

 The following corollary gives sufficient conditions under which the condi-
 tions (2.5) and (2.6) are satisfied.

 COROLLARY 2.2. Let J be a function on [0, 1]k+2 such that

 J(i0/n ...., ik+l/n) = Cnxian('l. X k+?)

 for all (i0,.. ., ik+l) E {1, E E . , nlk+2, J = Jd + J,' where Jd is a step function
 taking only a finite number of jumps, and where for any I c {O,..., k + 11, J,
 has a continuous derivative d'Jc/(dtj) c, then the conditions (2.5) and (2.6)
 are satisfied.

 PROOF. It suffices to prove the above corollary in the case when Jd has
 only one jump, say at a = (a0,..., ak+l) E [0, 1]k+2* Let Aln and All be mea-
 sures on [0, l]k+2 defined by

 'n n [n ])=J n '...'n)

 and

 An f t n 1 J n'***' )

 for all (i ..., ik+1) E {1/n,..., (n - 1)/n, 1}k+2.
 It is easy to check that

 lim fi +2fdA = E f likf ((t) ,(l))k+2-i
 n -, o [0, ]k?2 Ic{0.k + 1) [0,1]EE

 for all f E Ck+2 whose i = card I.
 Thus, we obtain a measure A'l satisfying

 lim f fd A'/(t) = f fdA'0(t).
 n [0,---- l] Y, +2

 Analogously, we obtain

 lim f fdAll(t) =f(a) E (-1) Jd((ai-) (ai+) neon --?, +2 ndIc{0.k+l} iel i I
 for all f E Ck+2, where i = card I. r1
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 3. Weak convergence of the graduate empirical process and the
 graduate rank process. We start with preliminaries.

 3.1A. The spaces Dk+2 and Ck+2. Let f: [0, 1]k+2 -> R. For p E {O, 1}k+2
 define

 4p(t) = s~t=lim f(s) (s t) E ([o1 ]k+2)2 i = 0,1,...,k + 1,
 ft)=Si t i , P(i)I=

 S, ti, P(i) 0

 if it exists, in which case, call fp(t) the p-limit of f at t. Denote by Dk+2' the
 space of all maps f: [0, R]k+2 - such that for all p E {0 1}k+2, fp exists and
 fp = f for p = (O. ..., O).

 We say that we have special Skorohod topology on Dk+2 if we have the
 uniform topology for the first coordinate and the J1-Skorohod topology for the
 other coordinates. [For definition of Skorohod topology, cf. Skorohod (1956)
 and Billingsley (1968).]

 We define a modulus of continuity for any bounded function f: [0, l]k+2 *

 R+ to be denoted by w(f, 8), ( > 0), by setting

 (3.1) i( f, 8) = sup if(t) - f(t')l, lit - t'll < 8,
 (t, t'),E ([O, 1]k +2)2

 where IItII = sup{ljtj, 0 < j < k + 1}. Note that f belongs to Ck+2 if and only if
 lim5 0 W(f, 8) = 0.

 The following proposition, which is a variant of Theorem 1.2 of Dudley
 (1978), will be used to prove Proposition 3.4.

 PROPOSITION 3.1. Let Yn be a process with values in Dk + 2 and measurable
 with respect to G2k + 2' the a-field generated by the uniform topology (on Dk + 2)
 Let Pn denote the law of Yn. Then, there exists a probability measure P, with
 P(Ck+2) = 1, for which Pn converges weakly with respect to the uniform
 topology if and only if

 (a) for all finite subsets U of [0, 1]k+2, ou(Pn) converges weakly to OU(P)
 u is the projection of Dk+ 2 on Ru)
 (b) V E > 0 ,lim lim supn Pn[{ f; (f, ) 2 }]0.

 The proof is given in the Appendix.

 3.1B. Grid accompanying a sequence of probability measures. We call a
 grid T of [0, 1]k+2 a subset of [0, 1]k+2 such that T = `JVT(i), where T(i) is
 a finite subset of [0, 1] which includes 0 and 1.

 We call a pace i of a grid T = Hk+T`(i) the number i- = max O<<k + 1
 where Tj = max{lt. - tjl, tj and tj are successive elements in T(J)}.

 We denote the lower boundary of T by T where
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 We call block B of T any part of T in the form

 k+1

 B = 1 {(ttj n T(j), where tj and tj belong to T(i) and tj < tj}.
 j = t

 We call evaluation e (B) of B into T, the operator e (B): Dk+2 R such that

 e B(f ) E (-1) i=oif[(1 - co)to + cot6,**.,

 (3.2) e0, ,k+1)E{O, 1)

 (1 - Ek+l)tk+l + Ek+ltk++l1

 Let v be a finite measure on [0, 1]k+2 and let T be a grid of [0, 1]k + 2. We call
 reduction v of v on T the measure on T defined by

 00 if t E T,

 v({t}) = {v('IY (tjtiI) if t 0 T

 where

 t) = max{x; x E T(i); x <t tj E T(i)}.

 For any 8 > 0, we set

 (OT( f, 8) = sup{If(t) - f(t')I; (t, t') E T2, It - t'j1 < 8).

 We say that a sequence {Tn}n e- of grids is asymptotically dense in [0, 1]k+2
 if the pace in of Tn satisfies lim n , in = 0, IQI* = IQ - {0}, IQ = 0, 1, 2, ....

 Let Pn, n ER N*, be a sequence of probability measures on (Dk+2, 9k+2),
 where 9k + 2 is the a-field generated by the Skorohod topology (on Dk + 2)* We
 say that the sequence {Tn} of grids accompanies the sequence {Pn} if and only if
 V/ c > 0, 3 ' > 0 and V 5 E8 [0, 2) 3 No E N*, we have

 Pn[{f E Dk+29 &(f,8) > E and COT(f,2) < 2 '}]= V n No.

 The following propositions [Propositions (3.2) and (3.3)] are variants of a
 result of Neuhaus (1971) [see, e.g., Theorems 2 and 4 in Balacheff and Dupont
 (1980)] and will be used in Section 4.

 PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Pn, n E R, be probability measures on (Dk+2, gk+2)
 such that the following conditions are satisfied:

 (3.3) ku(Pn) converges weakly to some probability measure Pu on
 * U for any finite subset U of [0, 1]k+2

 and

 (3.4) VE>0, lim lim'supPn [feDk+2;w(f,85) ]=O.
 5-0 nn- oo

 Then Pn converges weakly with respect to the Skorohod topology to some
 probability measure P and P(Ck+2) = 1.
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 PROPOSITION 3.3. Let v be a positive finite measure on [0, 1]k+2 with
 continuous marginals. Let Pn be a sequence of probability measures on
 (Dk+2 k+2) such that V n E gd, Pn[ f E Dk+2; f I[O, 1]k+2 = 0] = 1. Let Tn be
 a sequence of grids asymptotically dense in [0, 1]k +2 and accompanying Pn.
 Furthermore, suppose that for any block Bn of Tn,

 (3.5) Pn [ f E- D2+k; le (B_)( f )I 2 A]< -(nn)3

 where In is the reduction of v on Tn and 8 > 1 and y > 0. Then, we have
 V E > 0, 3 8 E (0, 1) and No E- N, such that

 (3.6) Pn[ f E Dk+2; (f,8) 2 E] < E V n 2 No.

 3.2A. Convergence of the graduate empirical processes.

 PROPOSITION 3.4. Under the conditions (a) and (c) or (b) and (c) of

 Theorem 2.1, Wn converges weakly in the special Skorohod topology to a
 Gaussian process WOO with trajectories a.s. in Ck + 2. Under the conditions (a') of
 Theorem 2.2, Wn = Wn(1, t) converges in the Skorohod topology to a Gaussian
 process WO with trajectories a.s. in Ck + 1

 3.2B. Convergence of the graduate rank process.

 PROPOSITION 3.5. Under the conditions (a), (c) and (d) or (b), (c) and (d) of

 Theorem 2.1, Ln converges weakly in uniform topology to a Gaussian process
 L., with trajectories a.s. in Ck+2. Under the conditions (a') and (b') of Theorem
 2.2, Ln = Ln(X1 t) converges weakly in uniform topology to a Gaussian process
 L., with trajectories a.s. in Ck +1'

 4. Proofs of Propositions 3.4 and 3.5. Our proofs of the Propositions
 3.4 and 3.5 are based on the ideas of Balacheff and Dupont (1980), who
 considered the asymptotic normality of the truncated empirical processes

 under p-mixing with rates E l1mp1/2(m) < o. Here in this paper, we con-
 sider the rates (1.2) and (1.3), which are slower than the one considered by
 them. In addition, we also derive results under strong mixing (1.4) which have
 not been considered in the literature. To establish their result, Balacheff and
 Dupont (1980) used a slight modification of an inequality due to RUschendorf
 (1974) which is not applicable in our situation. Our proofs are based on the
 following two lemmas.

 LEMMA 4.1. Let the sequence {Xn, } of real-valued random variables
 (centered at its expectation) be Remixing with rates Em = ,m - f 1p/2q(m) < a,
 where q is an integer. Denote by Nn the number of indices i, 1 < i < n, for
 which Xn i is not identical to zero. Set S = Xni and IIX,,I1 =
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 (f IX I21 dP )1/21. Then, for any q ? 1, there exists a constant Cq(p) depend-
 ing only on q and ( such that

 q 2q
 (4.1) E(S 2) < CqP) N 1 Sup IIXn jIII)

 1=1 1<j<n

 The proof is a slight modification of Theorem 2.1 of Neumann (1982) and is
 sketched briefly in the Appendix.

 LEMMA 4.2. Let the sequence {Xn, } of real-valued random variables
 (centered at its expectation) be strong-mixing with rates E m =m - 2a-e( m) < x

 E E (0, 1/2q) and IXn ij < 1, 1 < i < n, n > 1, where q is an integer. Let Nn
 be the number of indexes i, 1 < i < n, for which Xn is not identical to zero.
 Set Sn = E=1Xni and IIXn iZL = (fIXn, i2//(l )dPn l Then, foranyq > 1,
 there exists a constant Cq(a) depending only on q and a such that

 qI

 (4.2) E(S2q) < Cqao) E N( sup1~n
 1= l<i<n

 The proof is similar to that of Theorem II.10 of Doukhan and Portal (1987)
 and is therefore omitted.

 LEMMA 4.3 (Neumann, 1982). Let {Yj, i ? 1} be a stationary sequence of
 real-valued random variables centered at its expectation and with finite second
 moment. Assume that the sequence is p-mixing with rates E 1m - 4o"'/2(m) <
 co Then, there exists a positive constant K such that n - 1E(E n -i)2 K2 as
 n -* w.

 Since the reference Neumann (1982) is not readily available, we have (at the
 suggestion of one of the referees) given the proof in the Appendix.

 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.4. Consider a sequence Zm,iX 1 < i < m, m ? 1
 of "k+l'-valued random variables defined by Zmi = (Xm+k,...* Xm+ki+k)

 M,1 . ..., ZM ), 1 < i < m, m ? 1. Then the (k + 1)-variate truncated
 empirical process Wm associated with this sequence is given by

 [(m +k)t0]-k -k +1

 (4.3) Wm(to 0t) = m1/2 [mt]- I[IFn (Z(j)< tj} - Hm+k(t)
 1~ [j= 1'

 and this is the same as the graduate process Wn defined in (2.2). Now the
 process Wn defines a probability measure Qn on (Dk +2' 9k +2)*

 To prove this proposition we have to verify (3.3) and (3.4). Following

 Withers [(1975), Corollary 1], it can be shown that OU(Qn) converges weakly to
 a Gaussian measure Qu if (i) Kn -_ some function K, (ii) m > ja(m) < w and
 (iii) ml-aa([mb]) -O 0 as m -* c, where 0 < 2b < a < 1 - b. Now, in our
 situation (i) holds by assumption (c), (ii) follows from (1.2) or (1.4) and (iii)
 follows from (1.2) or (1.4) by taking a = 3/4 - E/8, b = 1/4 and E sufficiently
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 small. (Since taking a(m) = m -1-, ml-aa([mb]) < Am-e/8 0 as m )
 Thus, (3.3) holds whenever conditions (a) and (c) or (b) and (c) of Theorem 2.1
 are satisfied.

 Now suppose that the condition (a') of Theorem 2.2 holds with X Xi.

 Then, for any p E M, any t1) E- [0, 1]k+I and any AI E fR, 1 I <p, let
 gY1)(Xi) and gi(Xi) be the random variables defined by

 k+1 p

 -o 1(Xi 1 jFI {(, l)?t,}- H(t(l))] and gi(Xi) = Ag)(Xi),

 where Xi = (X-k, Xik+l, . , Xi). Then, we have EP lA1W'(tV') =
 (n - 0-1/2nin=k+lgi(Xi), and so (3.3) also holds by Lemma 4.3 and the
 central limit theorem for the stationary and p-mixing case [cf. Ibragimov and
 Linnik (1971), Theorem 18.5.1 and Lemma 4.3]. Now, to prove (3.4), we shall
 use Proposition 3.3 and verify (3.5) [which will imply (3.4)].

 Let Tn = i/m; 0 < i < m}k+2 be a sequence of grids with n = m + k. Tn is
 asymptotically dense in [0, 1]k+2 and we prove that Tn accompanies Qn. Now
 for every t E (0, 1)k+1, let (t, i) be the points of Kr(Tn), where ir is the
 projection defined by -rr(t) = t such that t < t < i and IFt - tll < 1/m. Let us
 write to = [nto]/n for every to E [0, 1]. As the marginals of Hn are uniform,
 we obtain (after some computations) that

 2K

 I Wn(tOx ) O Wn(to,) O I < +-M 1WnQtOJ) - Wn(tox -)I

 V (to, t) E [0, 1]k+2 and V (to, t') E [0, 1]k+2 Consequently, V 8 E (0, 2] we
 have t(W , 8) < 2k/ k + OT(W M, 28). It follows that Tn accompanies Qn. It
 remains to show that Qn satisfies (3.5).

 Let E =im-ll/2(3+k)(m) < X [see (1.3)], and let Bn be a block of Tn
 defined in Section 3.1.b. Using Lemma 4.1 with q = k + 3, we obtain [see
 (3.2)]

 k+3

 E[e Bn)(Wn)]2(k+3) < C3() M(+3)[(M + k)(to - t)] 3)
 1=1

 X[-t - 1 ](k +3)/(k +1)1

 k+3

 < Ck +3(P) , m(k3) X (m + k ) 3
 1=1

 -k+1 (k +3)/(k +2)

 x (tj - tif

 (- ]k+31 (k+3)/(k(++2)

 < Ck+3(p)(k + 3) F[ (tj - tJ)
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 Now let V = (CkJ+3p)(k + 3))'1U, where U is a uniform measure on [0, 1] +2
 and f3 = (k + 3)/(k + 2). Then, by the Markov inequality, we obtain [see (3.5)]

 Qn f E D e(Bn)( f ) | A A 2(k ? 3) k+2' Tn jM J"

 which implies (3.6) for the p-mixing rates (1.3) [and so also for (1.2)]. For the
 strong-mixing case with rates (1.4), we use Lemma 4.2 with E < (2(k + 3))-
 and obtain from (4.2),

 E[en en ) 2( Wn) 3)

 k+3 (k+1 1(1 - 01(k + )

 < Ck+3() E 0k3I(o-t) r (tj - ti,)

 which [with f8 = ((k + 2)(1 - c) + 1)/k + 2] implies (3.5) and hence (3.6). We
 derive the convergence with respect to the special Skorohod topology because

 Wn is measurable with respect to this topology and we use Proposition 3.1 to

 the first coordinate (of W, ). L:

 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.5. The main line of proof is as follows: We

 consider a map Gn: n -> Dk+2, where 7n is a subset of Dk+2 and is such that
 Ln= Gn Wn, n ?1. We show that Gn: (/n,d) -- (Dk+2,p) is a continuous
 map, where d is the special Skorohod metric and p is the uniform metric.

 Let Y be a subset of Dk + 2 such that for any v E Y, v equals zero on the
 lower boundary of [0, 1]k+2 and also for t = (1,.. ., 1). It will be noted that

 En C Y for V n ? 1.
 Let G: Y-H Dk+2 be a map defined by

 k?1

 (4.4) G(v)(t) = v(t) - to E, [v(l, ... ., t, ... ., 1) x ii(tj, ... ., tk+)],
 j=1

 where ij is the limit of dHn/dtj as n -> oo. We will show that V (vn)n N E
 (flncFI/n) and V v Ee Yn Ck+2, Vn A-+d V =* Gn(Vn) -+p G(v) as n -a oo Now,
 using Lemma 3 of Balacheff and Dupont (1980), we get the desired conver-
 gence.

 Let S = {y E [0 1]n: (y(l) . . ,y(n)) are distinct points of (0, 1)}. We define

 Yn: [0, 1]n -* Dk+2 by setting

 [nto] [k+1

 Yn(y) (t) = (n - k)1/2 E [ (i+j-k-)<tj} -Hn(t)]
 i=k+l JL=

 for all y = (y(1)) ... XY(n)) E=- S&n and t = (tot) E- [O. 1]k +2.
 We define the space 7n by En = Yn(&n). For any j E {1, . . ., k + 1} we define

 an operator rj: En - D1 as follows.
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 Let Y(1) < * <Y(n) be the order values of (y(1) ... ., y(n)) (by convention,
 Y(o) O= ? Y(n+l) = 1), and let vn = Y (y). Then,

 'rj ( Vn ) (tj )

 Sy) where y(l) = max{y(m); m E j + n - k{- 11)

 if tj=1,

 (4.5) _ y(q), where y() =max{y(m) < Y(j);
 m E {O,j...j + n - k-1}}

 -i i+ 1
 if tJ n' - 1

 where i = {0. 1, ... n
 Now the map Gn: /n -> Dk?2 is given by

 Gn(vn)(t) = Vn(to, i(vn)(t1), . *Tk+l(Vn)(tk+l))

 [nto]

 (4.6) +(n k)12 E [Hn(ri(vn)(t1) **Tk+l(Vn)(tk+l))
 i~k?1

 -Hn(tix .. X tk+l)]

 We now give the formal proof.

 The first thing we have to show is that Gn is continuous for every n.
 Let (vn,1}n > 1, 1> 1, be a sequence of functions in Y/n and let Vn, I

 V Y I/n) with respect to special Skorohod topology. We show that Gn(v n ) -*
 Gn(Vn) in uniform topology. From the definition of the special Skorohod
 topology, we have a sequence (AJl}1?J k?1 121 e Akl such that V s > 0, 3
 IE E RN such that maxl<j<k+1lA1 l(tj) - til < ? and

 |Vn l(t) - VnNt~'kl,lJtl)~ ...* Ak+1,1(tk+l))i <?

 (4.7) V1<1 andVte [O. 1]k?2,

 where A denotes the space of maps h: [0, 1] -* [0, 1] which are nondecreasing,
 continuous and bijective, and Ak +1 denotes the space of maps A: [0, 1]k+ 1

 [0, 1]k + 1, where A(t1, ... , tk + 1) = (A1(t), ** , Ak + 1(tk + 1)), Ai E A, 1 <j < k +
 1. Then, we have the following lemma.

 LEMMA 4.4. 3 9o > 0 such that V 1 2 10, V. j E( 1,.. ., k + 1} and
 V tj E [O. 1],

 Aj l('rj(Vn,1)(tj)) = 'rj(Vn)(tj)'

 PROOF. For fixed j, let (y l1,... ,yl n-k) be a nondecreasing sequence of
 discontinuity points of ij(vn), and let (y01 ... ,y nk) be a (nondecreasing)
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 sequence of discontinuity points of -j(v,). (By convention, y1'0 = y0,0 = 0,
 Yl~n-k+l - YO~n-k+l -=1.) For i E( 0,1, ... , n - k + 1}, let t E [y'1, y', +).
 Then,

 (4.8) (n -k) -12vn, 1(1,.., tj, ... ., 1) + Hn(1,... tj, ... ., 1)] = i(n -k)-1.

 Let h e (0,L1... n - k + 1} -> A, 1(tj) E [yOh0yOh+l) Then, we have

 ( n- k) -1/2 [Vn( 1.. * Aj Z tj .. , 1) + Hn( l . .. Aj l tA . .. , 1)]

 = h(n - k)-1.

 From (4.8) and (4.9), we deduce

 n- k n - k < It - Ajl(tj)l + (n - k)1"2

 (4.10) XlVnJ ...x * tj, .. * . 1) - Vn(x . ki . . A (t;), ,1
 1

 n-k V 1 V some l.
 Thus, Ih/(n - k) - i/(n - k)I < 1/(n - k) and this implies that h = i. Now

 let 1 = max1<j<k lj. Then, V 12 10 and V tje [ylE i yli+l) we have
 Aj, 1(tj) E [y0' , Yy0i + 1). Since the functions Aj 1 are continuous and strictly
 nondecreasing, the proof follows. LI

 We now decompose Gn defined in (4.7) as Gn= yn + an, where Yn(Vn)(t) =
 Vn(to, r1(vn)(t1), ... *, 7rk+1(vn)(tk+1)) and an = Gn- yn.

 LEMMA 4.5. (a) yn: (Yn, d) -* (Dk+2, p) is continuous.
 (b) an: (n , d) - (Dk + 2, p) is continuous.

 PROOF. For t E [0 1]k?2, for V ? > 91 3 lE D8V 1 > 1, we have (using
 Lemma 4.4)

 vn, Al(to ,T1(Vn, l)(tl) ...* *Tk+1(Vnl)(tk+1))

 - Vn(toT1(Vn)(tl) ... **Tk+1(vn)(tk+?))I <8.

 The proof follows. Part (b) follows analogously, noting that Hn has uniform
 marginals. E1

 We now prove the convergence of the sequence (Gn}.
 Let vn E K/n, n ER- N, and suppose that Vn >d V C Ck+2 and v = 0 on the

 lower boundary of [0, 1]k+2 and also when t = (1, . . ., 1). We have to prove that
 Gn(Vn) -*,p G(v). The proof is based on the following lemmas.

 LEMMA 4.6. V j E( 1,... ., k + 1}:

 (a) ri/vn) -> id[o,1] in uniform topology.
 (b) (n - k) "2G-y(vn) - id[o, 1]) - v(1, .. ., id[o 1 ..., 1)inuniformtopology,

 where id[o, 1] is the identity function on [0, 1].
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 PROOF. Note that V vn, 3 yn = (Y1), ... I y$n)) such that vn = Yn(yn). Now,
 for fixed j and for each n ? k + 1, define v$/)(t1) as v$/)(tj)=
 n- 1/2Ein=1{~y(,)<j - t)} and note that v$/)(tj) can also be written as

 k-j

 Vnj)(tj ) =( ( n- k)/n) /vl,..,t,..1) + n - 0) [I -

 n

 + n-1/2 E ['(i)<tj}- t1]-
 =n-J

 Since vn >d V (which implies vn - v), it follows that v$/)(t;) p

 v(1, .. ., tj, ... I,1). Thus, we can write
 n

 ji(Vn)(ti) - tl = n- E {I{y,(i)<T(v )tj)) - tj - n- 1/2 Vn(i)(Tj(Vn)(t))

 < -+ n /2[p(vni) v(1,..., ,.. ., 1))
 n

 +p(v(l, ... ., , ... 1) g)] > as n -> oo, where g O.

 This proves part (a). The proof of part (b) is similar. M

 LEMMA 4.7. 'n(vn) - v in uniform topology.

 PROOF. Follows by definition and Lemma 4.6(a). [

 LEMMA 4.8. Sn(vn) -> (v) = G(v) - v in uniform topology.

 PROOF. For t E [0, 1]k?2, we have

 [nto] - k
 n~(Vn)(t) = (n- k)1"2

 X { Hn(Tl(Vn) (t1 * ... *,Tk+1(Vn)(tk+1)) - Hn(t1, * I tk+1)}

 If there exists a j e-(,...,k + 1}, tj <n-1,then

 k - [nto] k-[nto] 1
 an(Vn)(t) =/2 Hn(tl... tk+1) < 1/2 '

 (n -k)7 (n-k)7 n

 and so 6n(Vn) -*- 0 as n --* oo.
 If V j E {1, . . . , k + 1}, tj2n1, then by the Taylor expansion,

 8~(~)() =[nto] -k k+1
 (n ak) j1

 X dtHn(fon, ~tJ ... I *O Xfn, k + Atk + ))'
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 where On, j(tj) E [tj A /j(v,)(tj), tj V rj(v,)(tj)]. Since (Hj} satisfies the differ-
 entiability condition, we deduce from Lemma 4.6, the desired result.

 Now, since G,(v,) = y,(v,) + Sj(vn), we obtain (using Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8)
 that Gn(vn) -* G(v) = v + 8(v). The proof of Proposition 3.5 follows. E

 5. Proof of Theorem 2.1. First, we show 4 can be written as

 (5.1) = k(n -12 L (t) An t]+ b, (5.1) ~ -n ( )1I~ ]k+2 n( n(t)] n

 where An is a signed measure on [0, 1]k?2 and bn is the centering constant
 defined in Section 2.

 n-)1/2(,/- b) (n - - bn)

 = (n - k)1 [12 cnan(Rni-k.c. Rni) - bn]
 Li=k+1l

 = (n - k) 1/2 (Ec n,( E a n(i, ... ,k+l) 1 I[Rn+_-1=ij.

 i~~kBl\f f ~l/f
 - An( n n n)

 - (n ~~k-1/2 [ E f( i ? . ik?+1) B (f I[n,+--y n n n)) (1 2 io /ik?1

 = (nt n) A n )n
 i=k?1 ~j~l n[f,+jk~J . n t

 - .{O1]k+2Ln(t) An(dt)

 where EYA is the sum over all l ...... k+[) in (1,..., n}k?1 and Y2B is the sum
 over all (iG. ..., ik+1) in (1, ... , n}k+2, where An is defined in Section 2 and Ln
 is given by (2.3). We now prove that

 (5.2) fli+2Ln(t)An(dt) * f k+2Loc(t)AO(dt) as n -* oo.

 Let hn: Dk+2 R be defined as

 (5.3) hn( f) = Irklk+2fAn(dt) n ? 0.
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 Let (fn, n ? 1} be a sequence of functions in Dk ? 2' and suppose that
 fn -> fo in uniform topology, where f0 E Ck+ 2. We show that

 (5.4) h n( -n) > h0( f0).
 We have

 |IO ~+fn n(dt)l l- l+fOAO(dt)| [,1]k+2 - lf f0k (dt

 ? ] l]k+2Ifn folkn(dt) + 40 l]k+2 -Ao)(dt)

 ? sup Ifn(t) - f(t)I Iflk+2An(dt) + fl+2 O(A - A)(dt)
 t E=[0, l1k +2 [01]+[0 11+

 (5.4) follows using (2.5), (2.6) and (5.3), and (5.2) follows using Billingsley
 [(1968), Theorem 5.5)] and Proposition 3.5.

 Now we prove that condition (2.6) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. By using (5.1)
 and (5.2) we deduce that

 (5.5 O'2 + E [ L,( t) L,( t') ] A0( dt) A0( dt') . (5.5) [0, 1]Ilk+2 [0,11k
 We have [see (4.4)]

 k+l

 (5.6) L,,,(t) = W,,,(t) - E tOW,,,(1l,... Itil ... I )lj(t).
 j=1

 From (5.5) and (5.6) the equality in (2.6) holds.
 It remains to show that U2 < oo. By assumption (d) of Proposition 3.4,

 lim EL(Wn(t) - E tW~ j... ()

 k+1 kl1

 X{ Wn(t') - I til .. .I 1 tj
 n~~~~ j-1 j-

 j=1

 = IE[L c(t)L.(t')I
 (5.7) k1- 1/2

 S lim E {Wn(t) - E toWn(l ... tj . . (t)

 [E~~~~wflt1 }~~~~~~~2] 1/2

 x EWn(t ) - tfWn(1, . , 1 . . ., 1)ljt)

 = lim [AnBn]
 n -4

 by the Schwarz inequality.
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 Let now {Xn iI be qo-mixing with rates (1.2) or (1.3). Then from Lemma 4.1
 with q = 1, we obtain

 k+1

 An < E Wn2(t) + 2jWn(t)jtO E JW(i, ..., tj, ..., i)jlj(t)
 j=1

 k+1 k+l ?1/2

 +t E E 1j(t)1s(t)1Wn(Lx .. ** tj, ... ., 1)Wn(L, .. ., tsX . .., 1)|
 s=1 j=lJ

 (5.8) k+1 l/(k + 2) k+1 1/2(k + 1)
 < C[ f1 ti + 2to f1 tm ) j(t)

 m =1 m= 1

 k+lk?l 11/2

 +t2 j(t)ls(t)tj/2t1/2
 s=l j=l

 where C1 > 0 is some constant.

 Similarly, Bn is less than or equal to some inequality with t's changed to
 t's. Thus JE[LO(t)LO(t')]I is bounded by a function which is Ao x Ao integrable,
 and so IE[LO(t)LO(t')]j is also A0 x A0 integrable.

 Let now {Xn i} be strong-mixing with rates (1.4). Then, using Lemma 4.2
 with q = 2, we obtain

 / k+1 (1--)/(k+2) k+1 (1- E)/2(k+1)

 An < C2 fj ntM + 2to mn tM) jt

 k+lk?l 11/2

 ot2L E Ij (t) S (t) tjt -)/2t(I E,)/2
 s=1 j=l

 and a similar inequality for Bn, and the result follows as in the case of
 qe-mixing.

 The proof of Theorem 2.2 follows analogously.

 6. Applications to Markov processes and ARMA processes.

 6.1. Markov processes. Consider a sequence {Xt,n; n E Z} of R-valued
 processes such that for all t e R?J*, {Xn I is a k-Markov process with stationary
 transition probabilities P1(x1,. , Xk; A), where A E 6, 0 is the Borel u-field
 of R and (x, ... ., Xk) EW k.

 We say that the Markov process is ergodic if there exists a unique probabil-

 ity measure A, on Rk with marginals fl, on R such that

 FIt(A) = fPt(x,. . *, xk; A),At(dxl,.. ., dxk) for all A E 6.
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 We denote by Pt' the m-step transition probability defined by

 Ptm+l(X1, *Xk A) - fP(X2,... pl, xy A)Ptm (x1, ... , Xk; dy)

 for all AE- 9 and((xl, ... , xk) E Rk.
 For a transition probability Pt(.,) and invariant measure bt t and

 marginal It , we denote by Pt*(, * ) the transition probability defined by

 | ~~Pt(ulg .. * Uk; (- 00 9Yk+ 1]) /t~l . . . du 1 ^)

 P k+1P( ; I1J(-?,Yi])-Lt(dUk+l).

 We say that the Markov process is geometrically ergodic if it is ergodic and

 if there exists 0 < Pt < 1 such that

 11Ptm(X1, * * * . Xk; ) - Lt(Q)II = O(ptm) for all a.s. (Xl, ..., Xk) E k9

 where 11 * 11 denotes the norm of total variation and Pt is called the rate.
 The Markov process is Harris recurrent if there exists a a-finite measure Pt

 on R with vt(R) > 0 such that vt(A) > 0 implies Pt(xl, ... , Xk; Xt n E A i.o.)=
 1 for all (X1, . .. 9 Xk) E Rk

 Finally, the Markov process is Doeblin recurrent if it is ergodic and there

 exists a finite measure vt on R with v() > O, an m 1 and e > O such that
 Ptm(Xl, ... . Xk; A) < 1 - e if vt(A) < e for all (X1, ... Xk) E =k and A E .

 Let us denote Vj e {1,.. .,k + 1} and VM> 0,

 Rj(M) = (-xc, +-)j-) x [-M,M] X (-cc, +c)kJ-+l.
 Then we have the following theorem.

 THEOREM 6.1. Let [Xtng n E 74 be a Markov process such that for every
 t e N*, {Xt,n} is either (a) aperiodic, Harris recurrent and geometrically
 ergodic with rates 0 < Pt < po, Po E= (0, 1) or (b) aperiodic and Doeblin recur-
 rent. Suppose there exists a probability /-Lo on Rk and a transition probability
 PO( ) such that

 (6.1) sup lIt(A) - Ao(A)l = O(t-a), a > 0,
 A E=_ Gk

 (6.2) supiPt(xi,. . ., Xk; A) - PO(Xl,. . , Xk; A)I 0 as t -- oo,

 where sup is over A E 9 and (x1, ..., xk) E Rj(M) for every j E {1,...
 k + 1}, V M> 0, and

 (6.3) SUPlPt* (Xk+1; Ak) - -Po (Xk+l; Ak)I -> 0 as t -> oo,

 where sup is over IXk+1I < M and Ak E k.
 Then, under the assumptions (3.2) and (3.3), (n - k)'/2C4n - bn) con-

 verges in law to a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance a-2, where bn
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 and a 2 are given by (2.4) and (2.7), respectively. (It is assumed that

 Pt, Po, Pt*, Po have densities continuous in x's and /-to have densities).

 PROOF. (i) Suppose (a) holds. First, we show that the process is geometri-
 cally strong mixing. It is well known [see Nummelin and Tuominen (1982)]
 that if a Markov chain is aperiodic, Harris recurrent and geometrically ergodic
 with rate Pt. then

 fI1Ptm(xl, *,Xk; 1) - H 1t(1)IIut(dx1,.. ., dX) = O(Pm)

 and this property is equivalent to strong mixing with rate ptm [see Rosenblatt
 (1971), page 199]. Next, we show that the covariance functions of the associ-
 ated graduate empirical process (2.2), converge to a function K, but this is a
 consequence of Lemma 6 of Riischendorf (1974) which remains true for
 strong-mixing conditions with a geometric rate.

 Let Gt be the distribution function of the k + 1 successive random vari-
 ables of {XtJ and let Ht be the measure on [0, 1]k+1 defined by
 Ht(Yl, * k + 1) = Gt(I7I -(y)),.. *, 1Lt -(Yk + 1)), where J7It is the marginal of 1t
 for all (Y1, .yk +1) E [0, 1]k+1 and t ? 0 (note that we also denote by JI-t the
 distribution function associated with the measure Lt).

 We have to show that {Ht}t >0 satisfies the differentiability condition (given
 in Section 2).

 Set ('i) = dHt/dtj, and let Ft(i) be the conditional distribution function
 defined as

 Ft(j)( Uj; Y1, * ,Yj-1) Yj+l) .. * ,Yk+J)

 |Pt(l * *) .. X Uk; (_ 0)Yk + 1]) ki (du 1, ... ., duj, du + 1, du ), at~~~~~~~

 where R = Hi-l(-oo ,y1 k] Hj+ 1(- ??)y1, ,u-i is the measure associated with
 the distribution function Ht(ul,.. ., uj>1, 1, Uj+l) ..., Uk, 1) if j < k, and
 Ft(k + 1) is the conditional distribution function associated with Pt*. We have

 I~tj(Yl) .. * ,Yk+J)

 = Ft(j)(I-1(yj); H7-1(yl), . . ., H7-(yj-1), HI-l(yj+1), .. ., 7-IT(Yk +D).
 Also,

 It )(Yl) .. * *Yk) l Y ,***,k

 = Ft(j)(rlt- l(Yj); rHt-ly) ..,t l~j1 t lrj1 **XH lY+

 -FgJ)('-1(yj); H71(yh), ... Htl- (Yj-), Hl-l(Yj +) ... ., Ht'1(Yk+1))I

 = +B.F~y)(It-1(Yj); 11-1(Yi)) ... X [ l(Yj- ), rl l(Yj+ ) .... XIt (Yk+ )

 _o(H-1(Yj); r1_1(h), r .., o (Yj-1), no0 1(Yj +0)S . . o 1(Yk+l))]

 =A + B .
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 To simplify the notation, take j = 1 (for j # 1, the method is exactly the
 same). Then, we have

 -AF(l)(I-t'-(yl); H1t- (y2), ... Ht 1(Yk + ))

 - | ~~Pt(Xl; U2) Uk; ( ?? Xk11D)t1(dU 2, ...* dUk) k f
 rlI=2( -?,Xl]

 -f PO(xl, U2' ..., Uk; (-??, Xk-l])JLO(dU2,. .. ., dUk)

 [for lHl7(yj) =xj, I E {1,...,k + i}]

 < E + f jl (dU2, ., Uk) - l4(du2 ..., duk) < 2e
 1 = 2(-??, X1 ]

 for all (x1, .. ., X+ ) E R1(M).
 We also have

 B =FO(1)(It- 1(YJ); t-1 l(Y2), ... * tl1(Yk+ 1))

 - F(')(-l'(yJ); H'- l(y2), . . ., L7(yk + ))

 - F~')(HJ'(y1) ; Flo Ij' l(y2) .. o o FIt(Y2)) . . ., o? ? 1(Yk+J)
 -F(l)(f-J o H0 o H1-l(yl); l -j1o H0 o JT '(Y2), . , JJ ? 0 ? (Yko+l)

 Noting that

 SUp l1o t OfI (yJ) -YlI = sup IY1-Ht?H0 (Yj)
 Y1 e [0, 1] Y1 e [0, 1]

 - sup IHo Ono (Y1) - 10 o
 Y1 C= [0 , 1]

 we find [using (6.1)] that B < e for sufficiently large t. Thus, I VV(y1, .. ,Yk + l)
 '(Oj)(Yl) . . . Yk +) as t -- oo uniformly in (Y1, . . ,Yk) E Rj(M) for any M > 0,
 and so {Ht}t>0 satisfies the differentiability condition.

 (ii) Suppose (b) is satisfied. Then the proof follows from Davydov (1973),
 who proved that a Markov process which is Doeblin recurrent and aperiodic is
 geometrically p-mixing. o

 EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider the process {Xn, n E /}, where Xn+1 = alXn +
 a2XnEn+l + a3En+1 + a4 2+ 1 + q5, where the a's are real numbers and
 [En, n E Z} is a white noise with strictly positive density. Then Mokkadem
 (1985) has shown that if a2 + a2E(E2) < 1 and E(E4) < oo, then the process
 fxn) n E ZZ} is geometrically ergodic and geometrically strong mixing. Thus,
 the asymptotic normality of the statistic n based on the ranks of {XJ
 follows.

 EXAMPLE 6.2. Consider the process {Xn, n e /}, where Xn+1 = f(Xn) +
 En+l' where the E's are independent and identically distributed random vari-
 ables with strictly positive density, and f: 1R 1R is bounded, nondecreasing
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 and continuous. [This model was studied by Collomb and Doukhan (1983).] It
 is easy to check that this model is Doeblin recurrent and aperiodic, and we

 deduce that {Xj} is geometrically So-mixing and we can apply Theorem 6.1.

 6.2. ARMA processes. Consider a sequence of ARMA (k1, k2) processes,

 kl

 (6.4) H (1 - a0j )U)Xni = s( , i E , n E RJ*,

 where UA1 = A 1, Qn)(U) =-ob(n)Ul, b( n) = 1 and {sl, i E ZI is a se-
 quence of independent random variables such that E(si) = 0 and si has a
 density g1(x), i E Z.

 Then we have the following lemma.

 LEMMA 6.1 [Gorodetskii (1977), Withers (1981)]. Let the sequence {Xn i,
 i E 2} satisfy the following conditions:

 (6.5) sup f g-(x + ,3) - g-(x)l dx < c1/,38, V,3 and some cl > 0;

 (6.6) sup Eleil < c2 < co and sup sup Ia(!,)I < p < 1,
 iGEZ nERN 1<j'<k

 where c2 and p are some constants. Then for any n E N *, the process {Xn i;
 i E Z) is strong-mixing with rate a(m) = 0(pm /2) for each Po > p.

 THEOREM 6.2. Let the sequence {Xn i E E} of ARMA (k1, k2) process
 given by (6.4) satisfy the following conditions:

 lei, i E Z} is a sequence of independent and identically
 (6.7) distributed random variables, each having A(O, or*2) distri-

 bution.

 V j 1 E 1... k , 3 a > O and aj E (-1, 1), aj O, such

 (6.8) that la(!") - ail = O(na), and V I E {1, ... , k2, 3 8 > 0,
 and b, E R such that -b(n)- b - O(n-B).

 Then for the rank statistic -n associated with the sequence {Xn, l.y.. Xn n}
 and the score functions satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2.1,

 (n - k) n2(n - bJ) converges in law to the X(0, u2) distribution, where bn
 and o-2 are given by (2.4) and (2.7), respectively.

 PROOF. To prove this theorem, we first note, using Lemma 6.1, that the

 sequence {Xn i} is geometrically strong-mixing. Now, let Fn be the distribution
 function of Xn i and F0 the distribution function of a stationary random
 variable X01 defined by an ARMA (k1, k2) process with coefficients aj, 1 < j <
 k1 and bl, 1 < I < k2. Now we prove the differentiability condition for Hn(t)
 defined in (2.1) be verifying (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3).

 Let Pn' be the transition distribution function of Xn i,..., Xnji-,
 Xn j+i,.. ., Xnki, and Gi the distribution function of (Xn,1,. .,
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 n > 0. Then (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3) are satisfied in view of the following well-
 known result.

 LEMMA 6.2. Let {Gn, n > O} be a sequence of k-dimensional normal distri-
 bution functions each with mean vector 0. Let the covariance matrices of Gn
 and Go be En = ((of(jn))) and 0 = ((o-i)) and assume that Iu/ln) - oilI =
 O(n-a) for each i, I = 1,..., k. Then Gn converges uniformly to Go.

 7. Appendix.

 7A. Proof of Proposition 3.1. (a) and (b) are sufficient conditions. They
 follow immediately from Proposition 3.2 by using a result from Billingsley
 [(1968), page 151, line 15].

 We have only to prove that (a) and (b) are necessary conditions.
 Let Q'(k*+2 be the a-field generated by the uniform topology on Ck1+2
 As P is concentrated on a separable space (Ck+2' (k+ 2), it follows from

 Wichura [(1970), Theorem 1] that there exists a probability space (fQ, /, /-
 and a sequence of random variables {Yn*} n E N*, and a random variable Y*
 such that It(Yn*) = Pn,, ,t(Y*) = P and ne* Y* a.s. ,t. For any 8 (> 0), we
 consider the map Tie: Dk+2 -' R defined by

 Ta(f) = sup{if(t) - f(t'); lit - t'11 < 8).

 Then, Ta is a continuous map for the uniform topology on %?Sk,2
 Now, consider a sequence of random variables {Zn, },} n E N*, and a random

 variable Zoo defined as

 Zn, = Ta Yn* Z =T, o Y*.

 As Yn* converges a.s. to Y*, it follows that V E > 0, 3 No E N such that

 (7.1) jL{lZna - ZI > s/2} < 8/2, V n 2 No.
 As Y* is concentrated on Ck+2, we have also V E > 0, 3 8 > 0 such that

 (7.2) IIZ,6I > E/2} < 8/2.
 (7.1) and (7.2) imply

 /-k{lZn,5I > E8 < E

 or

 (7.3) Pn4 f; o( f, 8) 2 8] =/IZn,5I > 8) < 8,
 and from (7.3) we obtain condition (b). Condition (a) is immediate. Proposition
 3.1. is proved.

 7B. Proof of Lemma 4.1. Without loss of generality, we can take Nn = n.
 First, we prove that for any p, I < p < n,

 (7.4) E( EXni) < Cq E pq/l sup HXnj 2q1 (h(pq 1))2qg
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 where Cq is a constant depending only on q and So and

 h(p,l) = exp( EsPl/2q([21/2(1+1)])} for 25 < p < 2s+1.

 For any (1, p), 1 < ? < p < n, we define S(, p) by

 (I +p-1)A(n+ 1)

 S(l,P) = X where, by convention, Xn n~ l 0.
 i=lA(n + 1)

 Denote S = S(l, p), S' = S(l + p + r, p), R = S(l + p, r) - S(2p + 1, r) for
 r>1

 |(I +p-1)A(n+ 1) 2q 1/2q

 a(p,q)= sup E( a Xn, , and m1= sup IIXnJ,1jb.
 121 i=l A(n+ 1) JlJ1j <jn

 Then, after some computations, we obtain the inequality,

 (7.5) E(S + S,)2q < 2(a(p, q))2q exp{(2qcp(r))l1/2q} + (2a(p, q - 1))2q
 From the Minkowski inequality, it follows that

 (?+2p- 1)A(n+ 1)

 | E Xni = 11S + S' + RII2q < 1HS + S'112q + 2rmq
 1=1 ~~~2q

 < 21/2qa(p, q)exp{fp(r)l/2q } + 2a(p, q - 1) + 2rmq.

 Now take p = 2S, s > 1, and put r = r(s, q) = [2s/2(q+ 1)], qp(s, q) = ((p(r))l/2q.
 Then, from (7.5), we can write

 a(2s, q) < 2l/2qa(2s-l, q)exp{sq(s, q)} + 2a(2s-1, q - 1) + 2r(s, q)Mq,

 a(2s, q) < 2s/2q ( + 2 , 2-il2qr(i, q)) qexp( E (j, q)}

 ( 7.6) i= j=
 +2 E 2(s-i)/2qa(2i-l,q - 1)exp E 'k(jiq)
 i=1 j=i+l

 where, by convention, E > = s + 1qJ,(j q) = 0.
 For q = 1, we have

 a(2s, 1) < K12s/2h(2s, 1)m1,

 where K1 is a positive constant.
 We give a proof by recurrence on q. Suppose that, for all q 2 2 and p =2s,

 we have
 q-1

 a(2sq - 1) <Kqi E 2s/'h(2sl)mi,
 1=1
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 where Kq1 is a positive constant. From (7.6), we deduce

 a(2S, q) < 2s/2q(exp{ E (j, q)}) 1 + 2 1 22-2/2(/q-j/(q+l))) mq

 q- 1

 + 2AqKq- 2s/2lh(2s l)m,

 where Aq is a constant depending only on q and q'. That is,

 q

 (7.7) a(2s,q) <KqE 2s/21h(2sl)m,.
 1=1

 Finally, for each p < n, we can write the binary decomposition as

 S

 p= Ev 2i, viE{O,1}.
 i=O

 From the equality h(p, 1) = h(2s, 1) for 2s < p < 2s+1 and (7.7), it follows that
 s S

 a(p, q) < E vi a(2', q) < 1: a (2', q),
 i=o i=o

 s q

 (7.8) a(p, q) < Kq 2E 21/ h(2', 1)ml,
 i=O 1=1

 q

 (a (p q))2q < C E pqll(h(p, 1) M )2q,
 1=1

 and (7.4) is proved.

 (4.1) now follows by putting p = n = Nn and by using the relation
 00 00

 (7) ( (2))1/2q < +?o < rn1(qP(M))1/2q < +00.
 1=0 m=1

 Lemma 4.1 is proved.

 7C. Proof of Lemma 4.3. For every p, N, r e N, we define SN = E NVlyi,
 TNJ = Ei= lYj(N+r)+i RN,j = Ei==1(Yj(N+r)+N+i - YpN+jr+i) for j = 0.,
 p - 1. For every 1 e N, we denote Kl = E(E iY)2.

 From the property of stationarity, we have

 K2 = E(SN) = E(TN, j)2 for j=O...,p - 1
 and

 (7.10) E(SN)2 - -E(E T Ip( (r))1/2K2
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 We have

 pN p-1 p-1

 SPN = E Yt = E TNJ + E RNJ.
 i=1 j=O j=O

 We deduce from (7.10)

 (7.11) E(SN)2 _ -E(Sp )2 < p(cp(r))1/2KN + 4pKrKN

 From Lemma 4.1, there exists a constant C depending only on So such that

 Kr2 < CrKj2 and KN < CNK12I

 Now, taking r = r(N) = [N1/2] and using (7.10) for p = 2, we obtain

 1 1 i m-il 12
 | -s E( S2') - 2s E( S2T+m | < 2 2kO |E(S2s+k)_ -E(S2s+k+1)|

 s+m-1

 < 8CK2 , ((>p([2k/2]) + 2-k/4)
 k =s

 It follows that (1/2s)E(S2s)2 is a Cauchy sequence. Hence there exists a
 constant K such that

 1 2 2 -E(S2s) -> K2 as s --> oo
 2s

 We deduce that for every Po E H,

 2 12 SUP KK2 _OE(Sp2s) | as s -> oo.
 P >Po PT

 Let I be such that pq < I < (p + 1)q. Then

 E(Spq)2 - E(S < 2CK1 -+ 1/2 for all q ? 1.
 pq I\P Pl21

 Consequently, V E > 0, 3 po eE R, such that

 sup E(SP[1P) -2 E(S )2 VP po.

 Now if we choose so such that 2SO 2 Po and

 1 8

 sup K2 E(Sp2) < - for all s ? so,
 P?2PO P' 2

 then there exists for every n 2 no = Po2so an s > so and a p for which
 Po < p < 2po and p2S < n < (p + 1)2s.
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 We deduce that V n 2 n0,

 1 1 22212
 K2 _ -E ?Sn <K2 - E(Sp2s) + 25E(Sp2s) -E(Sn)
 n p2S p2S P

 8 8

 2 2

 which implies

 1 )
 -E(Sn)2 > K2 as n -> o
 n

 and Lemma 4.3 is proved.
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